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Ribosome biogenesis in the nucleolus has for many years been one of the touchstones for progress in the 
molecular biology of eukaryotic cells. Among the basic advances that have been interwoven with the study 
of ribosome formation have been the discoveries of post-transcriptional processing of RNA, multigene 
families and gene amplification, the purification and cloning of eukaryotic genes, and differences between 
active and inactive chromatin. Nevertheless, unravelling the many details of ribosome assembly in 
eukaryotes is difficult. Most of the steps occur inside the nucleolus, whose functional complexities have not 
been easy to dissect or to reconstitute in vitro. A book on the current state of knowledge is most welcome. 
‘The Nucleolus and Ribosome Biogenesis’ is an extremely useful book for workers in this area. It covers 
the whole field. There is a short but interesting historical Introduction, followed by chapters on Ribosomes 
Genes, Transcription of Ribosomal Genes, Maturation of Preribosomes, Molecular Architecture of the 
Nucleolus, Regulation, and Ribosome Biogenesis in the Life Cycle of Normal and Cancer Cells. There are 
68 pages of references, which are given by author and title. This feature, together with a good index, enabled 
me to track down the important references in several areas of interest within minutes of opening the book. 
The book greatly benefits from being the work of a single author, Asen Hadjiolov, of the institute of 
Molecular Biology of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. Hadjiolov’s feeling for his subject is apparent 
and is readily communicated. Even so, a possible criticism is that the book reads a little like an extended 
review. Sometimes I felt that opportunities were missed for telling an interesting story or probing a difficult 
or controversial issue. For example, the description of ribosomal genes starts with Saccharomyces and 
works upwards through the eukaryotes. This is reasonable from a systematic standpoint, but the reader 
might not thereby appreciate the magnitude of the Carnegie group’s contribution using Xenopus in the early 
and mid 1970s. Then again, I found the discussion of evolution and homogenizing mechanisms in ribosomal 
DNA slightly disappointing. The postulated mechanisms of unequal recombination and gene conversion are 
mentioned on page 44, but it would have been useful to have had more detailed explanations and critical 
accounts of the relevant experimental evidence. On a more trivial note, certain non-standard abbreviations 
such as tSe instead of the more usual ETS for external transcribed spacer may be found confusing. 
The later chapters, from Maturation of Preribosomes onwards, are very informative. These chapters con- 
cern complex interactions in ribosome formation and its control in the nucleolus. The literature in this area 
extends over a long period from the 196Os, and progress in understanding these processes has been relatively 
slow. The cloning revolution has not yet taken over in these more complex areas but it will undoubtedly 
do so, and this guide to the wide literature will then be invaluable for the design of new experiments. 
Publication as a paperback would be welcome, thereby bringing the book within the purchasing power 
of a wider readership. 
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